For the poor adaptability of the two-dimensional image based fabric smoothness assessment methods for multi-color fabrics, three-dimensional imaging technologies were widely concerned in the area. In this paper, we suggest that the multi-color fabric smoothness assessment can be solved by the twodimensional image based methods with the help of the proposed multi-color fabric decoloration method. The decoloration problem was solved by a paired image-to-image translation model built by conditional generative adversarial networks that was widely discussed in recent years. To train such model, we proposed a multi-color and white fabric image pairs generation method with a physically based fabric shading model. The experiment results show good performance of the proposed method on both generated image pairs and real multi-color fabric images. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the decolored fabric images, a set of metrics was established based on the pixel wise image difference, fabric smoothness classification consistency, and manually fabric smoothness evaluation difference. The quantitative evaluation results demonstrated that the proposed method can achieve reasonable results for the multi-color fabric image decoloration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fabric smoothness after laundering is treated as a vital characteristic of the fabric to evaluate the tendency for the fabric to wrinkle, which quantizes the wrinkles on the fabric after being subjected to laundering procedures, has a bearing on 'ease-of-care' related properties (durable press, easy-care, minimum-iron, after wash appearance, etc.) in the textile and garment industry [1] . Conventionally, the smoothness of the fabric samples after standard laundering is assessed manually in accordance with the smoothness appearance replicas in six smoothness degrees (SA-1, SA-2, SA-3, SA-3.5, SA-4, SA-5, as given in Figure 1 ) referring to the standards [2] , [3] .
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However, human vision is affected by individual physical, psychological and environmental factors, showing low precision and poor reproducibility [4] . To avoid such adverse issues, a number of objective evaluating methods have been proposed by researchers in recent years based on the computer vision technology.
According to the current studies, two types of computer vision system are widely considered and studied: 2D method and 3D method. 2D methods take the two-dimensional digital images of the fabric samples as input data, which can be captured by scanners or industrial cameras [5] - [12] . 3D methods utilize the three-dimensional depth maps of the fabric samples captured with the technologies such as laser triangulation [13] , [14] , photometric stereo method [15] , [16] and binocular stereo-vision [17] , [18] as the raw data. Theoretically, compared to 2D images, 3D depth maps can describe the wrinkles on the fabric surface more directly and ignore the effects of fabric color. Therefore, the 3D methods have received more attention in this field.
In the opinion of this paper, the 2D methods have the advantages of high efficiency, low cost, low complexity, and stable accuracy. The problem that hinders its widespread application is the adaptability to multi-color fabrics (fabrics that have more than one color). Differing from the solidcolor fabrics (fabrics that have only one color), multi-color fabrics show the color pattern and the wrinkle pattern (image brightness variations created by the fabric wrinkles under specific illumination) simultaneously in their 2D image. For the existence of the color pattern, it is hard to establish a universal image feature set to describe the wrinkle pattern separately. The main purpose of this study was to proposed a method to decolor the multi-color fabric images while retaining their wrinkle pattern. Decoloring the multi-color fabric images can be view as a process that converting the multicolor fabric images from the original domain to the domain that involving their wrinkle pattern without color pattern. Technically, such issue can be defined as an image-to-image translation problem.
Image-to-image translation is defined as the tasks of translating one possible representation of a scene into another, or generating an image in the target domain conditioning on an image in the source domain, such as translating semantic labels into the street scene, object edges into pictures, aerial photos into maps, image style transfer [19] , [20] . Based on the availability of paired training data, image translation can be either supervised (paired) or unsupervised (unpaired) [21] . As the application of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [22] , Isola et al proposed a supervised image translation framework called pix2pix based on conditional GANs, which showed superior performance in different tasks [19] . A follow-up study proposed an improved framework named pix2pixHD with deeper and multiscale networks and improved loss functions [23] . For more common tasks that the paired image set is hard to be collected, frameworks such as CycleGAN [24] , DiscoGAN [25] and DualGAN [26] were proposed further based on the idea of cyclic consistency to train the mapping from the source domain to the target one.
For multi-color fabric image decoloration, supervised image translation needs paired training data set. Every pair includes a multi-color fabric image and a white fabric image with same wrinkle pattern. However, such fabric pairs do not exist in the real world. Actually, in most applications with available paired training data, the supervised methods show superior performance than the unsupervised ones [24] - [26] .
For the fabric appearance smoothness assessment is a performance-driven problem, which requires high accuracy, in this study, a GAN-based supervised image-to-image translation model [27] was adopted. To train this model, a physically based fabric shading model was built to generate the required image pairs. The shading model can extract color pattern from a smooth multi-color fabric image and merge it into a wrinkled white fabric image.
The main contribution of the study can be summarized as follows:
1 Firstly proposed a technique solution for the multi-color fabric smoothness assessment based on 2D method.
2 Established a physically based fabric shading model for paired multi-color and white fabric images generation, which makes it possible to train a supervised image-to-image translation model.
3 Proposed an application framework for the 2D-imagebased fabric smoothness assessment based on the proposed decoloration method, which is compatible with all existing 2D methods.
4 Proposed a series of new performance evaluation metrics for the image-to-image translation problem with further classification tasks.
II. APPLICATION FRAMEWORK
The existing research on 2D methods mainly studies the smoothness assessment of solid-color fabrics. The main purpose of this paper is to explore the possibility of applying the 2D methods to multi-color fabrics. The workflow of the expected fabric appearance smoothness assessment is given in Figure 2 .
In the training step, two image data sets including wrinkled white fabric images and flattened multi-color fabric images are captured by the proposed image acquisition system. The two data sets are then used to generate a generated wrinkled multi-color fabric image set. Thus the proposed decoloration model can be trained on the data sets in the orange dotted box in the Figure 2 .
In the application step, the acquired real wrinkled fabric images are firstly classified into two types: solid color and multi-color. The multi-color fabrics are firstly decolored by the trained decoloration model. At last, the smoothness of the solid-color and decolored multi-color fabric images can be both evaluated by the classification model.
Since the main content of this paper is the multi-color fabric decoloration method, the classification models and methods are not discussed much. In the follow-up sections, a convolutional neural network(CNN) model is used as the classification model to help evaluate the decoloration performance. This should not be a limitation. Within this application framework, all existing research results on the solid-color VOLUME 7, 2019 fabric smoothness assessment can be embedded. And their application scope can be extended to fabrics of all colors.
III. IMAGE ACQUISITION SYSTEM
An image acquisition system which can capture images of the objects under different light source position angles was designed. As given in Figure 3 arm is built around the center pole of the objective table. As shown in Figure 3 , the step-motor controls the light source on the rotating arm to rotate around the objective horizontally and control the position angle of the light source. In addition, with the help of the light source controller, the image can be captured under different light illumination intensities of the light source. To avoid the interference by the reflected light inside the light box, black flocking fabric is covered on the internal surface of the light box. With the help of the image acquisition system introduced above, the images of a specimen set can be captured under different light position angles and illumination intensities as illustrated in Figure 4 . 
IV. METHOD A. IMAGE-TO-IMAGE TRANSLATION MODEL
Generally, image-to-image translation models train on paired data perform better than which train on unpaired data. For better further fabric smoothness assessment accuracy, the supervised model was used to generate decolored fabric image in this study.
In paired image-to-image translation studies, the pix2pix framework [19] uses conditional adversarial networks (GANs) [22] to help produce perceptually realistic results. GANs train a generator G and discriminator D alternatively to achieve their adversarial objective function. The generator is trained on the paired images to produce fake samples similar to the object image set and constitute fake image pairs. While the discriminator tries to differentiate these fake pairs and the real samples from the training paired image set. Such framework is illustrated in Figure 5 . The objective function includes a regression loss and a learned discriminator loss to encourage realism, which can be formulated as follow:
where λ is the balance parameter; L cGAN (G, D) is the conditional GAN loss and L L1 (G) is the L1 distance, which are formulated as
where x and y is the origin and object image in paired image set; z is the noise vector. As mentioned in [28] , the noise makes little effect on the result. Thus the noise is removed in the experiments.
B. MULTI-COLOR AND WHITE FABRIC IMAGE PAIRS GENERATION
To train the supervised GAN-based image-to-image translation model, paired multi-color and white fabric images with same wrinkle pattern are needed. However, such paired fabric samples are inexistent in the real word. Thus we proposed a multi-color and white fabric images pair generation method. Based on the established image acquisition system, two types of fabric image sets can be collected under different illumination conditions: (1) white fabric images with different wrinkle patterns named w (see Figure 6 (a)) and (2) flattened multicolor fabric images with no wrinkle pattern named c. Thus, the paired image generation can be defined as a mapping that combine the wrinkle pattern and color pattern from the two sets into one image S : {w, c} → x, which can be modeled by the physically based fabric shading model. In Figure 6 (f), the image of a real wrinkled multi-color fabric is illustrated. In radiometry, bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is the function used to describe how a surface reflects light, which is widely used in shading a surface. The definition of the BRDF is the ratio between differential outgoing radiance dL o (v) and differential irradiance dE(l) [29] :
where l is the incoming light direction and v is the outgoing view direction.
Considering an area light source with a nonzero size, the outgoing radiance of a surface point named reflectance equation can be formulated as [29] :
where L L is the radiance of the area light source; θ i is the angle between the incoming light and the surface normal; dw i is the infinitesimal solid angle; w L is the solid angle subtended by the area light from the surface point. When we limit the condition to the Lambertian surface, the BRDF is constant. Thus (5) can be convert into (6) .
In addition, based on the vector irradiance theory [29] , an area light source of arbitrary size can be accurately converted into a point light source. Thus the integral reflectance equation can be approximated by a point light source reflectance equation.
where θ i L is the angle between the mean of w L and the surface normal; E L is the irradiance of the area light source, which can be calculated by:
where indicates that the integral is performs over the entire sphere of directions.
It can be seen that the error of the L o (v) approximation is determined by the roughness of the surface and the actual size of the light source. For (6), the rougher the surface, the more likely it is to meet the Lambertian surface premise. And in (7) and (8), the approximation error of E L cos θ i L for the integral in (6) is determined by the solid angle subtended by the light source. As results, for smaller solid angle subtended by the light sources and rougher surfaces, the error is smaller [29] . For the study object in this paper, the fabric sample surfaces are relative rough and the strip light source subtended relative small solid angle. Thus the approximation is satisfied. Then, based on the linear hypothesis of the camera imaging, the brightness value of a pixel fabric surface in image can be formulated as:
where b k is the brightness value vector in color channel k; n is the pixel index; C is the constant term. For a pair of wrinkle pattern fabric image w and color pattern fabric image c, the pixel brightness value is
where w is the brightness value of the wrinkle pattern fabric image; c k is the brightness value vector of the color pattern fabric image in color channel k; f w (l, v, n) is the BRDF of the white fabric; f c k (l, v, n) is the BRDF of the multi-color fabric in color channel k; θ i L ,w (n) and θ i L ,c (n) are the angle between the mean of w L and the surface normal at the location of pixel n of the white fabric and multi-color fabric respectively. It is easy to understand that the wrinkle pattern information is collected in θ i L ,w (n) and the color information is collected in f c k (l, v, n). When a smooth white fabric image, s, exists in the same circumstance, it shall has the same surface property as w, the pixel brightness value can be formulated as
By (10) and (11), we have
And x, the paired multi-color fabric image with the same wrinkle pattern of w, can be formulated as:
Thus the fabric image x with wrinkle and color pattern can be generated. The remaining problem is to find s, the smooth version of w.
Based on the special location of the pixel points on the fabric surface, cos θ i L ,c (n) can be formulated as
where n 1 and n 2 are the spatial location of the pixel point in first and second dimension, [b 1 , b 2 , h] is the spatial location of the light source. Considering the difference between cos θ i L ,w (n) and cos θ i L ,c (n), i.e. the difference between the surface normal of smooth and wrinkled fabric, it can be speculate that there existing a sparse zero-mean noise (n) between them caused by the unsmooth surface and the other random noise, which can be formulated as
Considering the white fabric has same BRDF f w (l, v, n) at any location n for w and s, and the noise has no relationship with parameters except n, by substituting (12) into (7) we have
For E L is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the pixel physical location to the light source,
we have
Based on the sparseness and zero-mean of (n), we speculate that s can be estimated by the as follow formulation:
where fit() is the two-dimensional binomial fitting function on n. The example of calculated s is given in Figure 6 (b). The wrinkle pattern extracted by (11) from the origin white fabric image is shown in Figure 6 (c). Thus the paired multi-color fabric image with the same winkle pattern can be generated by (13) , shown as Figure 6 (f).
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Except the image acquisition system we proposed previously, all the experiments in this study were conducted on a personal computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) I7-4790 CPU(3.6 GHz), 16GB RAM and GPU of Nvidia(R) GTX 1080Ti. All the For the need of paired fabric image set generation and the effectiveness evaluation, the white fabric image data set must include different type of wrinkle pattern with manual smoothness degree evaluation. In the experiments, the white image set collection procedure can be described as follows:
(1) cut the fabric samples into 38cm × 38cm according to the AATCC standard [2] ; (2) launder the samples under different launder conditions to produce different degrees of smoothness; (3) rate the samples manually according to the AATCC standard [2] ; (4) capture the images of the samples by the proposed image acquisition system. Particularly, in this experiment, SA-1.5 and SA-2.5 were added in to the manual assessment degrees based on the experts' experience [2] . In this study, 385 white fabric samples were collected with manually evaluated smoothness degree. The fabric images were captured under 6 different illumination circumstances with 2 mutually orthogonal position angles and 3 illumination intensities of the light source. Thus, totally 2310 white fabric images were collected as the white fabric image data set. The fabric samples information and their distribution in different smoothness levels is given in table 1. The samples have different weaves, fiber contents, yarn counts, and weave densities. Actually, in our experiment, the characteristics of white fabrics reveal quite negligible effect in the fabric images. The reason could be the image resolution is relative too low to be sensitive enough to the visual effects caused by fabric characteristics change except the color patterns.
2) MULTI-COLOR FABRIC IMAGE DATA SET
To generate paired white and multi-color fabric image samples using the proposed method, images of different multicolor fabric samples with no wrinkle need to be collected. For this purpose, the fabric samples were firstly cut into 38cm × 38cm and ironed, then the image of the samples were captured by the proposed image acquisition system. In the experiments, 20 flattened multi-color fabric image samples with different color patterns were collected and used. In addition, to evaluate the performance of the proposed fabric decolor method on real wrinkled color fabric, same procedure as the white image set collection are conducted on the above multi-color fabric samples. Thus 60 wrinkled multicolor fabric image samples with different color patterns were collected and used.
3) TRAINING AND TESTING DATA SETS
Based on the data sets introduced above, in this study, to train and test the image-to-image translation models, one training set and four testing set are generated, as detailed in Table 2 . The training set is generated by applying the proposed fabric image pair generation method on the 80% of the white fabric image data set combined with 50% of the flattened multi-color fabric image data set. Testing set 1 and 2 are generated by applying the proposed fabric image pair generation method on the remaining 20% of the white fabric image data set grouped with trained and untrained part of the flattened multi-color fabric image data set respectively. Testing set 1 can be used to evaluate the model performance on independent wrinkle pattern change. And testing set 2 can be used to evaluate the model performance on both color and wrinkle pattern change. The reason why we used the paired(generated) multi-color fabric images to evaluate the models is that the paired image set has the ground truth for the image-to-image translation, which can be used to calculate different objective metrics.
To further evaluate the performance of the models on real fabric images, the wrinkled samples made by the multicolor fabric samples in testing set 1 and 2 were used to constitute testing set 3 and testing set 4 respectively. Such data sets can be used to discuss the performance of the real multicolor fabric image decoloration on trained and untrained color pattern. 
C. CNN IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Differing from the traditional machine learning algorithms which depend heavily on the representation of the input image, the deep learning algorithms can extract the highlevel, abstract features from the input images by introducing representations that are expressed in terms of other simpler representations [31] . For the low requirement of image feature design, CNN has better adaptability to the possible main illuminance pattern and noise introduced by the decoloration. Thus in the experiment, we used a deep CNN classification model to evaluate the proposed method.
The CNN model we used is proposed in [32] . The structure and parameters of the model is as shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the model is constructed by five convolutional layer, three max pooling layer, and three fully connection layer. The input image size is 224 × 224 pixel. For the convolutional layers (Conv), the parameters provided in Figure 7 includes the kernel size, step size, channel number, and activation function. For fully connection layers (FC), the parameters include neuron number and activation function. The model was trained by Adam optimizer [33] with a batch size of 64 examples and epoch amount of 70 with learning rate decayed by 10 by every 25 epochs. The learning rate and weight decay was set as 1 × 10 −4 and 1 × 10 −3 respectively. The 1848 white fabric images used in training set was used in the CNN model training. And the 462 white fabric images used in testing set 1 and 2 was used to test the model. As a result, the model achieves 89.18% training accuracy and 83.98% test accuracy. For a single image, the model execution time is 0.0591s, which is acceptable in use.
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. EVALUATION METRICS
In the image-to-image translation studies, evaluating the quality of synthesized images is an open and difficult problem [19] . For the main purpose of this research is to decolor the multi-color fabric images and evaluate the fabric smoothness of them, we paid much attention on the precision of the white fabric image generation and the smoothness degree evaluation.
1) METRICS FOR PAIRED IMAGE SET
Variance Score (V-Sore): As formulated in (20) , this metric describes the similarity between the generated image G(x) and the ground truth y by calculating the rating of the meansquare difference between G(x) and y to the inner mean square difference of y. This metric describes the variance imported by image-to-image translation to the ground truth. The higher the v-score means more variance is imported by the inferior generator.
Classification Score(C-Score): This metric describes the mean fabric smoothness evaluation error introduced by the decoloration model. This error can be derived from the difference between the result obtained by the classifier for the generated image G(x) and the ground truth y. The evaluation model used in our experiments was a CNN classification model [32] C, which is described in detail above.
As the definition, the lower c-score means the higher smoothness rating consistency with a better model performance.
2) METRICS FOR UNPAIRED IMAGE SET
For the unpaired image set, wrinkled multi-color fabric images were collected without a paired ground truth. Thus the above metrics for the paired image set cannot be used.
In this experiment, we used a manual metrics to evaluate the performance of the models. Evaluation Score(E-Score): As given in (22) , the evaluation score e is calculated as the absolute difference between manual evaluation of the sample E(x) and the manual evaluation of the decolored fabric image generated by the trained generator E (G (x)).
Particularly, the evaluation of the decolored image can be 'Unrated' when the generated result is not acceptable or evaluable by human. Since the industrial application requirement has a tolerance to the tested fabric smoothness degree at ±0.5, the samples with 0.5 e-score can be accepted in use.
B. DECOLORATION RESULT AND THE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we compared the performance of the proposed method to an unpaired image translation model [24] . The models were trained on the same training set and tested on the testing set 1 and testing set 2 independently. The comparison results are given in Table 3 , the paired imageto-image translation model shows lower v-score and c-score on every data set, which reveals the general superior of the paired image-to-image translation model. Such quantitative results consist with the visual perception of the output image from the fabric decolor models. Figure 8 shows some example results of the decolor models. As can be seen, the supervised method produces better decoloration results than the unsupervised one visually, and the models perform better when the color patterns are trained. Such results consist with the quantitative evaluation results in Table 3 .
In the expectation, the scores should increase as the models conducted on the training set, testing set 1 and testing set 2 in sequence, for the information that was trained in the data sets decreases in this sequence. However, the results did not show such trend significantly. For the paired imageto-image translation models, the v-score increases slightly in such sequence but c-score does not. For the difference between the training set and testing set 1 is the wrinkle pattern information, the similar results on the scores reveal the good wrinkle pattern adaptation of the trained model. In addition, the v-score on testing set 2 is slightly higher. For testing set 2 has totally different wrinkle pattern and color pattern than the training set, such result shows a slight deterioration on the generated image quality. However, for the increment for v-score is relatively low, the color pattern adaptation of the proposed method is acceptable compared to the results from the unsupervised model. Such phenomena also consist by the visual perception. Finally, the c-scores of the proposed method are stable at around 0.34 on different data sets. Such result gives a prediction of the final smoothness degree evaluation of the multi-color fabrics, i.e., by implementing the proposed decoloration model, the error will be around 0.34 degrees. Due to the difficulty in the multi-color fabric smoothness assessment, the prediction error around 0.34 degrees is currently acceptable in the industrial applications, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method.
C. DISCUSSION IN SAMPLES WITH DIFFERENT SMOOTHNESS DEGREES
In this experiment, the proposed method was tested on the data sets grouped by different fabric smoothness levels from most wrinkled (SA-1) to smooth (SA-5). In Figure 9 (a) and (b), the mean v-score and c-score of samples in different smoothness levels are illustrated. Generally, the main trends of the two scores are similar, i.e. increasing as the smoothness increases. Such trend indicates the worse performance of the decolor method for the smoother fabric samples. The v-score shows high consistency on the different data sets in general. The significant higher v-score of the samples with smoothness level higher than SA-3.5 of the testing set 2 reveals the unstable performance of the proposed method to the untrained color pattern for the smoother samples. While the c-score shows extremely low values in the samples with smoothness level lower than SA-2. These phenomena could be caused by two cases: a) There are some residual color patterns remaining in the decolored fabric images for some samples. Such residual color patterns introduce more significant error when the sample has lower inner mean square difference as the divisor of v-score due to the higher smoothness. On the other hand, the residual color pattern could mislead the classifier to treat the them as wrinkles, which causes less effect to the lower-smoothnesssamples with stronger wrinkle pattern. b) There are some weak wrinkles that were not detected by the image-to-image translation model. The undetected wrinkle patterns affect the smoother samples more on v-score for their lower inner mean square difference as the divisor. Analogously, the classifier is more likely to be disturbed by the lost weak wrinkles when the samples are smoother with less wrinkle pattern The experiment results consist with the intuitive understanding of the multi-color fabric image decolor problem. Intuitively, since the weaker wrinkle pattern opposes less remarkable features in the fabric images under the influence of the color pattern, it is difficult to recognize and decompose the wrinkle pattern. Based on this experiment, we confirm that the proposed method performed well while the wrinkle pattern is strong enough. But for the smoother samples, further improvements are needed, which will be one of the research objects in our future study.
D. DISCUSSION ON DIFFERENT COLOR PATTERNS
It is understandable that the color pattern affects the visual saliency of the wrinkle pattern. Decomposing the wrinkle pattern from more complicated and darker color pattern in the fabric images shall be more difficult. In this experiment, to test the color pattern adaptation of the proposed decolor method, the metrics were calculated on the image samples grouped by different color patterns. The distribution interval of the scores under different color patterns are given in Table 4 . The fluctuations of the scores indicated tendentious performance on different color patterns of the decoloration model. The high value and variance of v-score on testing set 2 shows the lower adaptation of the method to the untrained color pattern. In addition, the efficiency of the proposed method for especial fabric color like dark black was discussed. Actually, in our experiment, the decoloration model did not show inadaptability to the dark color fabrics. As illustrated in Figure 10 , the performance of the proposed method on dark color fabrics were desirable in general. Consistent with previous experimental results, the proposed declolration model is more effective for trained color patterns than for untrained ones. Thus the further improvements of the proposed method can focus on the color pattern adaptation and the performance on the untrained color patterns.
E. PERFORMANCE ON REAL MULTI-COLOR FABRICS
In this experiment, the proposed decoloration method was applied on the testing set 3 and 4 and the e-score of every sample were tested. The distribution of the e-scores are given in Figure 11 . Overall, the unacceptable samples, i.e. 'Unrated' samples, are relatively few (lower than 5%). This confirms that the proposed method only causes less color residue during the real multi-color fabric image decoloration process. It can be observed that on testing sets 3 and 4, the escore with a 0-value and 0.5-value takes large percentages, which verifies the general good wrinkle pattern preservation ability of the proposed method on real fabric images with both trained and untrained color patterns. As to the 1-value e-score percentages, the percentage in the testing set 4 is larger. It reveals that the adaptation of the proposed method to untrained color patterns also needs further improvement to real fabric images. Figure 12 shows some example results of this study. Similarly, this visually shows that the decoloration method performs poorly on the untrained color patterns. Such results are consistent with the previous experiments on the generated multi-color fabric samples.
F. COMPARISON WITH 3D METHOD
To further demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, the decoloration results of the proposed method was compared with a binocular stereo-vision 3D method as used in [17] , [18] . In this experiment, the fabric samples are processed by the proposed method and the 3D method respectively. The comparison results are given in Figure 13 , where the color pattern of samples in top 2 rows were trained while the rest were untrained. As can be seen, most of the fabric wrinkles reconstructed by the 3D method were well preserved by the proposed method in multi-color real fabric images. For the decoloration performance, the proposed method achieved competitive results compared to the 3d method.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper suggests that the multi-color fabric smoothness assessment problem can be solved by the 2D-image-based computer vision system. The main process to achieve this purposes is to propose a multi-color fabric decoloration method to remove the color patterns and preserve the wrinkle patterns in fabric images. In this study, the multi-color fabric decoloration problem was defined as an image-to-image translation problem and solved by a supervised image-to-image translation model. To train the supervised image-to-image translation mode, we proposed a physically based fabric shading model to generate multi-color and white fabric image pairs based on the proposed image acquisition system. Based on the work flow of the proposed method, an application framework for 2D-image-based fabric smoothness assessment was proposed. Within this application framework, all existing research results on the solid-color fabric smoothness assessment can be embedded. And their application scope can be extended to fabrics of all colors.
The final results in the experiments revealed the good performance of the proposed multi-color fabric decoloration method for the fabric smoothness assessment for both generated and real fabric images. However, the work in this study can be further improved in the adaptability on weak wrinkle patterns and untrained color patterns.
